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Powerhouse Detroit
Based Law Firm Handling
Cases Nationwide

D

Words By FRANCESCA DJEREJIAN

Detroit attorneys Ray E. Richards and Anthony T.
Chambers prove that there are still lawyers out
there ready for a fight. Experienced trial lawyers
who have earned a reputation for going to war for
their clients in extremely serious and complex federal criminal cases, they are known for winning
most of the cases they have tried; whether they concern white-collar crimes such as Fortune 500 executive fraud/embezzlement, major drug conspiracies, public corruption or federal death penalty
cases. As a team, they have won seemingly impossible cases, including a “not guilty” verdict in a case
where $9.4 million worth of heroin was seized from
a safe and the client was arrested with the key to the
safe in his possession. The same client was then
charged with first degree murder some time later
and he was acquitted of that charge as well! When
you go to war, you take out the heavy artillery, and
Richards and Chambers have built up a veritable
arsenal for criminal defense.

Richards and Chambers, are one of the few criminal defense/sports and
entertainment law firms that is 100% African American. Although they are
based in Detroit they take cases nationwide. Believing that, “no case is too
large and no cause too small,” they take pride in defending clients who are
up against the relentless and resourceful prosecuting machine of the federal government. They have successfully handled hundreds of high profile
cases concerning Conspiracy, Public Corruption, RICO, Continuing
Criminal Enterprise, Federal Death Penalty and Terrorism. The firm often
represents well known business professionals, celebrities and sports figures who are in the public spotlight charged or being investigated for
alleged criminal involvement.
Chambers has appeared on several major networks as an expert in criminal law, including a 2007 appearance on the season finale of BET's
“American Gangster,” and appearances on CNN, Bloomberg, and ABC.
He has also won numerous awards, including “One of the Best Lawyers
in America, White Collar and Non-White Collar Criminal Defense,” National
Super Lawyer in the area of Federal Criminal Defense and the Leonard
Gillman Award for “Outstanding Practitioner of Criminal Law Federal Bar
Association.” Prosecutors locally and nationwide may not like, but respect
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Contact Ray E. Richards and Anthony T. Chambers at (877) 962-0766 or
(313) 964-5557 or by email at chambersrichardslaw@yahoo.com

Chambers for his tough, hardball litigation approach to trying cases
Richards is known for his aggressive, relentless but gentlemanly style of
trial litigation and negotiation. His presence on criminal defense teams as
a master trial strategist and cross examiner has been widely recognized
throughout Detroit and beyond. He has been known to negotiate, as a last
resort, some of the most brow raising plea resolutions when it most benefits his clients accused of serious crimes. His extensive background in civil
litigation also qualifies him as the “go to” lawyer in drug forfeiture matters.
Statistics show that more than 90% of federal criminal defendants who
are charged are convicted. The federal government is relentless in nature,
has nearly limitless resources and is meticulous (and at times malicious) in
conducting its investigation before issuing an indictment against a defendant. If you are indicted or being investigated, you need to take immediate
steps to retain the services of experienced and skilled criminal defense
attorneys. Chambers and Richards are dedicated to their work, in part
because they are battle tested and understand and respect the seriousness of their clients' lives, families, and futures. They are lawyers who will
be dedicated to your case, and will implement an aggressive and thorough case strategy. They are known in many legal and “hood” circles as
being lawyers who will fight for your freedom. “Nationally recognized and
locally accepted”.
You can contact Richards and Chambers for an initial consultation and
benefit from their years of courtroom/trial tested experience in successfully handling serious federal criminal cases.

1-877-366-3482

